Autoantigen-B cell antigen receptor interactions that regulate expression of B cell antigen receptor Loci.
Levels of AgR (BCR) expression are regulated during B cell development, activation, and induction of tolerance. The mechanisms responsible for and consequences of this regulation are poorly understood. We have described a class of DNA-based autoantigen-reactive B cell that down-regulates BCR expression during development to mature follicular phenotype. In this study, we show that at immature stages of primary differentiation, individual B cells of this type can dynamically modulate levels of expression of BCR in inverse proportion to degree of autoantigen engagement and induced BCR signaling. These adjustments in BCR expression are not associated with cell death, BCR revision, or altered development, and do not require TLR 9. Strikingly, modulation of BCR subunit gene RNA levels and transcription parallels these changes in BCR expression, indicating a direct link between autoantigen-BCR interactions of this type and regulation of transcription of BCR-encoding loci. We propose that this adaptive process allows this class of autoreactive B cell to avoid conventional tolerance pathways and promotes development to mature phenotype.